
FINGERPRINT SCIENCE, ARE YOU TRULY UNIQUE?  
A FORENSIC SCIENCE In STUDY 
An old but essential crime fighting tool. 
 

 

We leave our mark on everything we touch… 
Provided major evidence, in countless investigations validity, widely 
accepted. 
The National Academy of Sciences opines that while fingerprint analysis likely can be 
a useful tool in the courtroom, to claim that it has no error rate is simply wrong. The 
Academy has called for continuing research so that “examiners could begin to attach 
confidence limits to conclusions about whether a print is linked to a particular 
person.” 
CHINESE USAGE 
As signatures 3,000 years ago. 
Handprints use as signatures.  Patterns do not change over lifetimes 

Henry Faulds 
1843-1930, Scottish Missionary, first 
true application of 
fingerprints...chemical damaged his 
own fingertips and found that they 
grew back. 
WATCH THESE FILMS… 

● How Do My Fingerprints 
Form? 

● Is your Personality 
Reflected in your 
Fingertips? 

BERTILLIONAGE - EARLY FORM 
OF ANTHROPOMETRY 
Systematic use of measurements of 
the human body.  Identification 
portraits of people. 
 
The Bertillon system was introduced in 
the U.S. in 1887 by R.W. McClaughry, 
Warden of the Illinois State Penitentiary 
at Joliet. McClaughry translated 
Bertillon’s 1885 edition of Signaletic 
Instructions Including the Theory and 
Practice of Anthropometrical 
Identification from French to English, and 
its use in the States became quickly and 
widely accepted. The Bertillon system 
continued as the dominant criminal 
identification method both in the U.S. 

ACTIVITY 
Wash hands, press fingertips on glass 
Then touch face or forehead and press fingertips on glass, the oils will 
allow the ridges to show. 
 

 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=WZL7OpFq0fw
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=WZL7OpFq0fw
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Du0CYS9kqqw
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Du0CYS9kqqw
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Du0CYS9kqqw


and Europe for almost three decades.  

 
.

 

FINGERPRINT ANALYSIS; Which type do you have? 
THICK SKIN VS. THIN SKIN 
Palms of the hands [palmar skin] and soles [plantar skin] of the feet 
These ridges form 8 weeks in Utero.  Even identical twins do not have the 
same ridges or prints. 

 
 
DIAGRAM THE MEASUREMENTS OF YOUR OWN FACE 
 
Compare your Data with your a partner; how similar or different are your 
measurements? 
 

 
In 1903, a man named Will West was committed to the penitentiary at Leavenworth, 
Kansas, where he was photographed and measured using the Bertillon system. Will 
West’s measurements were found to be almost identical to a criminal at the same 
penitentiary named William West, who was committed for murder in 1901 and was 
serving a life sentence. Furthermore, their photographs showed that the two men 
bore a close physical resemblance to one another, although it was not clear that they 
were even related. In the ensuing confusion surrounding the true identities of the two 
men, their fingerprints conclusively identified them and demonstrated clearly that the 
adoption of a fingerprint identification system was more reliable than the older 
Bertillon system.   WHY? 

DID YOU KNOW? 
● Squeaky clean hands do 

not leave prints 

DACTYLOSCOPY 
Comparison of fingerprints. 
 

IDENTIFY THE TYPES OF 
FINGERPRINTS EVIDENT IN THE 
PICTURE BELOW....COMPARE TO 



 
 

● Even after 30 minutes, 
prints can be left through 
gloves 

● Scars that formed can 
make your fingertip 
patterns more unique 

● Known and unknown prints 
are matched with what is 
on file and linked together 

● Can be used to determine 
identity of an unknown 
dead person 

● Coding allowed 
communication of 
fingerprints to allow for 
matches 

 

MAJOR FEATURES 
Value of the Henry System? 
Can you name the major 
advantages of computerized 
databases? 
 

 

YOUR OWN FINGERPRINTS. 
TYPES OF PRINTS 

● Patent prints - can be seen 
with the naked eye 

● Latent prints - can’t be 
visualized with the naked 
eye 

● Plastic prints - impressions 
on some type of soft 
material 

 
Partial Prints, most forensic 
evidence. 
How can they “see” latent prints? 
 

Palms can be printed; and soles of 
feet; Lip prints 
 
 
 

 

Fingerprints can be lifted from the 
skin of their victim.  These latent 
prints could be lifted as well as 
DNA. 
 
 
 
 

 

Go to this website and find out the 
answer to these two questions: 

1.  What kind of results can be 
expected from fingerprint 
analysis? 

2. What are the limitations of 
fingerprint analysis? 

 

 

http://www.forensicsciencesimplified.org/prints/faqs.html


 


